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The  M-100 Redi Ramps are designed  for a
variety of applications when loading and
unloading your pick-up truck. The M-100 can
be installed on any standard American made
pick-up truck replacing the tailgate.
Alternatively, it can be mounted onto a stand
alone leg set and be used as an independent
loading ramp.

The M-100 has a loading capacity of 1500
pounds. The ramp surface is 54 inches wide
and 86 inches long. When folded and locked
in place the ramp will be 41 inches tall (from
truck bed to top of ramp).

These ramps are easy to operate and simple
to install. The all steel construction with powder
coating paint finish requires little maintenance.
The open mesh construction creates less air
resistance than a standard tailgate, increasing
your gas mileage. The M-100 Redi Ramps do
not use any cargo space for storage.

EASY TO USE, EASY TO INSTALL
Installing and operating these strong ramps is
easy and allows one person to load and
unload quickly. They open as a standard tail-
gate allowing normal pickup bed access.

M-100 REDI RAMP

M-100 REDI RAMP: Easily
mounts on any standard sized
American made pick-up truck,
replacing your tailgate.

The M-100 and the
optional leg set can
be used at a fixed
location like a con-
struction site,
enabling loading
and unloading of
multiple pick-up
trucks using a single
ramp system.

The M-100 with leg set
extends your loading
dock for easy pickup
truck loading.

M-100 LEG SET OPTION 
The M-100 Redi Ramp can be also mounted to a free-
standing leg set. This option provides a great transition for
loading and unloading pick-up trucks from standard loading
docks, or other raised platforms. The legs adjust to the
height of the truck (from 24” to 38”).

The leg set easily
adjusts to the height of
your pick-up truck.


